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Scottish Transitions Forum Members Event
William Quarrier Conference Centre, Glasgow 11th June 2019

Speakers:
•Scott Richardson-Read and Rebecca Williams (Policy & Development Workers, ARC Scotland)
•Ryan Cuzen (Young person involved with the Scottish Transitions Forum’s new Young People’s project
funded by Esmée Fairbairn)
•Tracey Francis (Volunteer, Contact Scotland)
•Anna Higgins (Research Assistant, Edinburgh Napier University)
•Iain Wilson (Social Work Manager, Independent Living Fund Scotland)
Presentation slides are available from www.scottishtransitions.org.uk
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The structure of
the event
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Good variety of speakers – very informative.
Well introduced event – clear remit and context.
Followed schedule so the day was easy to predict.
Printed agenda a welcome help.
I wonder whether you could build in quick table conversations to reflect on presentation content throughout the day? Would
help folks network/connect and break up format a bit.
Presentations were a bit long and not very accessible.
Paced well with relevant info.
Would have been good to network earlier/move around in networking.
Very informative, particularly Ryan Cuzen sharing his experiences.
Really great varied presentations – all very informative.
Breaks at the right time, variety of speakers ‘mingle time’!
Should be more active after lunch or put your data hearing talk earlier.
It was well laid out and had a really nice relaxed vibe!
There was a clear set-up for the topics of this event. However, my main critique is management of time slots.
Good structure, speakers/presenters and breaks

What folks had to say
When asked – Did you like the structure of the event today?
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ILF Fund
Scottish Transitions Forum
Principles of Good Transitions
I’m not sure I learned anything new as such, but its still great to get together and know you still have your finger on the
pulse….. so to speak!
The ILF Transition Fund applicants don’t HAVE to have informally diagnosed condition.
I have realised I have significant gaps in my knowledge of autism and will subsequently seek training.
Need to continue to promote ILF to people we work alongside – didn’t know about new ‘planning grant’ element.
Better sense of recent and new ARC work and how we can link in.
Hearing about Contact’s ‘Talking About tomorrow’ research and getting better sense of web resources.
Wider knowledge of available resources for use in transitions.
Good resources to take away and share with staff team.
Information about ‘Contact’
The recommendations and input from the forum with disabled young people.
Keeping in mind the experiences of parents.
“18-24” support from Family Fund.

What delegates had to say
When asked to identify key learning points they will take away from the event
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ILF
ILF current info.
Family fund availability for 18-24
Learned about new resources available and how to apply.
ILF Funding available for people to apply for
Funding available for families to help facilitate transitions
The difference in levels of support Ryan felt at school compared to college
It’s wonderful to hear that there are so many pieces of work ongoing.
Strategic planning work and framework development etc
Work to prevent routes to Criminal Justice System/courts.
Work in changing modern apprenticeship opportunities (through Scottish benefits scheme)
Ryan’s presentation – incl his description of overload on public transport:- A tsunami that is crushing you!
All input as interesting – particularly update on ILF – health research.
Research in health.
The different funding that is out there.
The project by Higgins et al 2019

What delegates had to say
When asked to identify key learning points they will take away from the event
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Funds etc.
Take a Break info.
Loved www.talkingabouttomorrow.org.uk
Very interesting to meet new people and hear about what’s going on.
It was good to hear from Ryan and just how much of an impact changes may have when an individual is not informed. FE
require education themselves on supported individuals.
Yes learned more about Contact and their website which I can now promote with young people and their families. Also Family
Fund and ILF, didn’t realise travel training for young people could be considered through ILF Transition Fund.
Useful to make the connection with the Scottish Transition Forum. It would be helpful to build on this to take forward
development locally.
New resources published or in development.
Groups/initiatives I hadn’t heard about.
From what I’ve observed, the audience they came with the hope of understanding what can make transitions troubling. But
how we can make it easier for everyone.
More on resources for parent carers, potential upcoming changes to help young people – more for parent/carers opportunities
for training – conferences. Lots of information on resources.

What delegates had to say
When asked to identify key learning points they will take away from the event
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How well does
the STF help
you
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How well does the
STF:
Inform your own
practice in relation to
transitions?
Using a scale of 0 - 5 (0 = Not at all, 5 = Very
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How well does the
STF :
Help you feel more
confident in dealing
with transitions
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Using a scale of 0 - 5 (0 = Not at all, 5 =Very
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It’s good to get together with other people across different parts of the sector.
The networking opportunity was great. I really appreciate having a delegate list and was grateful to meet people over lunch. Perhaps a lunch
time topic with feedback opportunity would help involve those who don’t enjoy ‘small talk’.
So important to come together like this as a forum – helps you keep connected to policy, research and opportunities and to share challenges
and learning with like-minded folk!
Being able to signpost effectively.
Keep in mind the experiences of young people who are currently transitioning.
Networking very helpful.
Fantastic to hear from ILF.
Ryan was incredibly passionate, made people listen.
I think that having a strategic framework will be really helpful.
Within the Local Authority, esp SW and Education, there is a will to make things better, but there are barriers.
It was great to know about the family funding for our families.
It’s always awesome hooking up with ARC Scotland. It always feels fresh, bright and innovative.
Very useful opportunity to hear in more detail about work being taken forward at a national level, and to hear about practice in other
authorities.
It’s essential to hear from people, organisations and what the government are supporting young people to do in transitions to support services
and shape good transitions.

What delegates had to say
When asked if they had any other comments about the event
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The Event Overall
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• The health angle was interesting but hard to follow in places. Good to see another area of transition though that we might
not automatically have thought about!
• I would have liked each member to introduce themselves with one way that they support transitions.
• Just previous comment re: having a couple of points throughout the day for conversations and reflections on presented
content, around tables.
• Great to hear Ryan speak – more of that please! Really important to hear experience of young people and parents/carers
along with professional input.
• I think it would be helpful to know how to support vulnerable parents (who may have a LD diagnosed themselves with the
transition process.
• Slightly better air conditioning J
• More on supporting parents to think creatively / using PCP in work?
• Would be great to hear how we can access the future training on supporting parents to let go.
• As a transition social worker I always find these events very helpful and informative.
• Event very well organised and set up to share knowledge in a number of ways. Very informative for someone with limited
transition knowledge.
• It was also great to get an update on ILF and hear about Contact.

What delegates had to say
About the event overall, and how we could improve future events
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Looking at themes going forward with the youth presentation was also very exciting.
The day has helped me to reflect on the positive improvements made within my LA.
I would like to explore the planning grant from ILF – will take this forward.
Health discussion a little long but really good to have this added, as health is often forgotten and not considered by, for
example social work.
Very informative day.
Really enjoyed Ryan’s input. Always great to hear of real experiences.
Make people move, have questions or times you need to take part. It’s hard to sit in same place for so long.
Well worth the trip from Inverness!
Very good networking opportunity. Gained more insight into the lives of those individuals who have been through transition.
Listening to Ryan’s experience has raised issues I can take forward with our local colleges.
A good mix of presentations and opportunities to speak with other people.
Excellent conversations and networking opportunities – thank you!
IT set up was well layered. Just in turn off auto-play aka repeat please. Better management of time slots, if we run behind.
It was great to hear from Ryan on his experience – what worked well, what needs to get better and why it’s vital to get
transitions right, the positive impact it can have if we do.

What delegates had to say
About the event overall, and how we could improve future events
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Improving future
events
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At future events we will:
Ø Continue to provide the voice of those with lived experience of transitions at every event
Ø Build in time for table conversations after each presentation so you can share your thoughts with those around you
Ø Create more opportunities for you to network throughout the event
Ø Continue to provide an informal, relaxed atmosphere for delegates
Ø Suggest topics people might want to discuss over lunch time or breaks
Ø Ensure we have all information, including presentations, in the necessary formats for accessibility (eg. for screen readers etc)

How we will use your feedback to improve future
events
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